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"Your worth
is infinite"

The transformation
happens after the

transaction. If your client

wants that result, let them

know it happens after the

payment is cleared

Commit to your price point.

Start dating your number.

Your price point is bae.

Always think: What does

the luxury version of my

product look like?

Keep in mind: The

audience that got you here

may not be the audience

that gets you there. Don't

be afraid to switch it up.

The people that happily

paid $5 aren't always going

to happily pay $5000.

A Word
I believe that

entrepreneurship is the
bridge to economic

equalization.
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RAISING YOUR RATE
1) Stop solving broke people problems unless you're building a non-profit

2) Solve a problem specific & niche according to your audience or result

3) Package your process step-by-step like a recipe to achieve a specific

result.

4) Ingredients: What does your client need to set themselves up for

success? What are the detailed step-by-step instructions?

What will they need (tools, programs, etc) in order to work with you and get

that result?

5) Position yourself through your pricing to determine your client's

expectations

6) Sell your services and communicate your value

HOURLY RATE
- Set money goals (per month)

- Note your current income

- Divide your annual salary by

2080 (working hours/year on a

40hr/week schedule). 

How Much Should You
Charge?

-  Total hours you work with the

client per month  (add in any

prep, research and admin

hours)

IE: $300/mo (for 4 1-on-1 calls)

+ 10 hours of prep & admin

Factor in your taxes and you're

making something like $15/hr

 



Personal 
 Note:

Jereshia was hands down the fav of the conference..
Notes don't do her personality or teaching style any
justice. She warned us she was about to snatch wigs
and obliterate edges and she kept her word. Pricing
for an entrepreneur can be terrifying, we're going

into a new arena hoping and praying someone looks at
and likes us enough to throw some cash our way.

Jereshia lays out merging into the market in the lane
of Louis Vuitton rather than Walmart. No discounts
here., if ya like it, ya pay full retail price for top

quality. Before she left the stage she challenged us to
multiply our current pricing by 3, saying if that number
isn't scary enough to multiply it by 10. Everyone in the
audience was shaking. She made us face our true

worth and recognize there are people in every lane
we're in, doing half the work we do for double the

price we're willing to take for it. She reminded us that
the bag is there and we should reach for the most

obnoxious bag possible because we deserve.
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